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Preparation and planning.

September 1997 saw Ruth and I winning the Scottish championships
for the second year in a row. This represented 10 years at the front of
the Scottish Wayfarer fleet and qualified us to attend the World champi-
onships in Denmark the foilowing July.

Great .. But - Was this what we wanted to do? Ten years is a long
time to polish the same trophies of a winter evening and our occasional
but explosive fall-outs on the water were increasingly upsetting us both.
On the other hand we were getting a lot of fun just sailing the boat to-
gether.

Still, the idea of taking the boat abroad really appealed. In the end
there was no great decision to take. We were both happy to lay our racing
days to rest and take up the challenge of converting Cana for cruising.
The incentive of taking her to Denmark for 2 weeks in July 1998 spurred
us on to ensure we had the right gear in the right place. We invested in a
mainsail we could reef, an anchor, oars - and most frightening - 2 holes in
the sidedecks for the rowlocks.

Therefore, early May sees us at Loch Lomond for a cruising rally anx-
iously wondering if our new systems will be up to the challenge, or whether
we will find that only wholesale changes to our precious boat will suffice.

The first surprise is to be confronted by a selection of 20 Wayfor-
ers from ail over the country. It's been many years since we got that
number appearing for a Scottish racing event and is our first hint that
there is more to this cruising scene than we had first anticipated. The
next adjustment is provoked by a comperison of boats, gear and experi-
ence. The contrast is marked, yet the individuality refreshing - racing
folk tend to conservatism, this lot are proud of their own way, yet are only
too pleased to share their experience.

3 days of great sailing ensue. The only constant is the sun as the
wind varies from flat calm to force 7. We are staggered at how well the
boot copes with the variety of conditions. Pecesses and nooks are found
for odd clothes on a scorchingly hot drift on Sunday, yet with a reef in on
Monday as we tackle a long beat she is in her element.



So, a good start. The systems have worked and no disasters befallen
us - time to plan a more adventurous trip.

Summer Isles weekend

At the start of the year we made one of our ambitions to sail up to
the Summer Isles. Twiddly bits on the map always look fun and these islands
looked as if they'd provide a good base to start from.

Well, first we had to get there. The job being pretty intensive I'm
lucky if I can extend a weekend by more than an afternoon. So, we find our-
selves at the campsite on Ardmair Point on Friday evening feeling a little
daunted by the sail planned for the fotlowing day.

Saturday downs breezy but sunny. By the time we are rigged it's clear
we're going to need to reef. This doesn't faze us as we have such a good feel
for the boat in this mode after Loch Lomond. What does seem a bit strange
is the down-wind sail to start with - how long wili it take to make it back? I
also quickly discover that I haven't packed enough warm clothes for myself.
This could be quite serious and is a stupid oversight through being so keen to
get the boat ready in good time. It emphasises to us again the lessons we
learnt years ago on the hills, that you have to be prepared for all conditions.

As it is we meet the sea breeze just short of Horse island - within min-
utes the wind has done a 180 degree switch around without losing any of its
force. It seems reasonable to reduce the Summer Isles sail to a singular
Summer Isle cruise particularly in view of the convenience of a downwind
slide home againr So, half way back the wind dies. So - this is the W. coast -
you go with the flow and the calmer water is better for porpoise spotting.

Sunday sees us exploring locally and by the time we are heading home in
the afternoon we are feeling really encouraged having given the boat, the
camping gear and,not least, ourselves a through trial, We now feel ready for
dDenmark.
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'On the stick - off the campsite at Rantzausminde"



Foreign Soil
=l =

Funny how we find our ferry trips coincide with ghastly weather - a
= previous jaunt to France ended with us getting across the Channel just be-
= fore the hurricane of 1987. This time the forecasters are predicting
o gales a full week before we leave. They are right too. This gale is ferry
= swooping stuff - and to add to the novelty we are in the bilges of our ship.
2 This has been a cost cutting exercise in cheap bunks and so placed they do:
= stop us rolling around as much as we could have done. But - there is a lot °
° of water rushing about behind the cabin wall - this repeatedly disappears °
at hourly intervals to the accompaniment of hooters - i.e. when they pump =

=the bilges - not the most comforting background noise to sleep to - so we
don't.

= =
o al

= After that Hamburg is easy - having managed to ignore the detail
C that to get to Denmark we would have to cross 100km. of Germany we
a haven't a clue or a map to aid us. Fortunately the ferry captain doesn't C

° feel he is jeopardising the navigation of the ship too greatly by allowing us °
a a sneak at their road atlas which we think is pretty decent seeing as they a

should be using it. So it's on to the autobahn and head North amongst the
o large lorries and big Mercs.
=l =

= 2 'In the Royal Kingdom of Denmark you shall use your headlights' -
2 okay, sorry" - just across the border and we meet our one and only un-
= cool Dane - I hadn't wanted to blind him is all and besides - well, nothing - a
= the DCunes take their safety pretty seriously and the car is transport, not a
o fun. For us this is fine - driving on the wrong side with our precious boat
= behind - the less highway excitement we end up in the better. =

= Actually, our first stop in benmark is just across the border and turn
2 right - just outside Sonderborg - we arrive at our campsite and are shown
a our pitch. Again we are a major disappointment to the Danes. They don't 2
= go camping unless they have at least the kitchen sink with them - this ap- =
= plies to whether theyre on bikes or in their cars - a Dane's tent is his cas-
= tie - our wee tent built for the Highlands of Scotland is a source of com- a

a miseration all holiday - despite the fact it never blows down, never leaks -c

2 all the things it is meant to do except look like a 'proper" tent. Still, it's
a these cultural differences that make holidays but we do feel a bit daft
with our wee tent in half an acre of field. We console ourselves with the

=a c = a c a a = a a c a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a c a a = c a c a a a = a c a a a a c = a



view over the Augustenborg Fjord that spreads itself before us as we sit out
in the evening sun - on holiday!

Rats! - the next day dawns wet and windy - both to excess, totally un-
reasonable. So we hit the tourist trail - Sonderborg Slot (castle) is solid and
dry and provides the contrast we're requiring. The area is steeped in his-
tory, much of it recent as the Danes and Prussians had various marked dis-
agreements over whose land it was during the last 150 years or so. Today
the only fighting going on is with the elements and we take advantage of this
to catch up on our sleep.

You may wonder if this log of our sailing trip to Denmark will ever con-
tain the essential element of us taking to the water while abroad. Not much
longer to wait I assure you but first there is an element of doubt as to
whether we'll have any water to sail on. The Baltic is virtually tideless -
range of a foot not being untypical. But - when the wind blows - it blows the
water down the far end, in our case leaving us looking at a soggy muddy
beach. Rats!

Fortune starts to smile on us however. The next day is still pretty wild,
force 5 - 6, but reefed in a sheltered fjord this is okay. We don't get far as
the wind is in our faces and the, soon to be characteristic, short Baltic chop
is soaking us but we 're on the water - well, mainly on it - Ruth's protestations
suggest in it may be a more appropriate term. Already we're seeing more
boats than we'd see in aimonth in Scotland but we're particularly intrigued by
a couple of large rowing skiffs - approx. 20 feet long - being used for tour-
ing. Having passed by these we head back to the campsite for lunch. Some
concern is raised by the campsite kids who evidently feel toys are for shar-
ing. 'You lend me your finely polished Wayfarer. ril gladly lend you my rusty
old bike" - hmmm. Time for a tactical withdrawal under the banner of me
stupid, me no speak the lingo - seems to work and no harm done although I
wish I could have got to grips with the language better.

Later we take the boat out again. By now the wind is easier and there's
a chance to extend our horizons a bit further. It's still a long beat up -the
fjord so we go far enough to see down Als sound and run back under 1 reef
and spinnaker - a rig we're making our own - an excellent combination in a
force 4 as it keeps the power low down and it's easily reefed. A good end to
a fine day's sailing - we've gone foreign in Canal
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`The daily briefing - directions to the icecream shop"



A fine contrast meets us the next day with a light breeze wafting
along cottonwooi clouds. Too calm to allow ambitious cruising we are con-
tent to potter off around the locality. Ruth, to my amazement, announces
she has never rowed before - so I feel she deserves every encourage-
ment. We end up round the back of Katholm spotting the wildlife - which,
we find, as a rule is very sparse and not particuiarly entertaining.
Throughout our stay in Denmark we find it difficult to enthuse about the
birds and beasts - like most Danish inhabitants they are rather slow and
sleepy - the big exception is the insect life. We are inundated by ants.
These beasties are obviously closely related to that other suspect genus -

the property developer. Any bag, cover or even remotely shade giving ob-
ject is quickly colonised and made homely for a horde of
ants. The only solution is to keep everything off the ground -
hardly an easy task on a campsite.

Page 6 and we make it to Rantzausminde. The drive round is a bit te-
dious despite trying to liven it up by nearly running out of petrol. Never
mind, the campsite is bathed in sun, the water is studded with sails, the
wind blows gently but steadily out of a blue sky, everyone welcomes us
profusely - and we have ants in the mast - as soon as this is swung up in
the boat - we have ants in the boat - all over the boat. So down it comes
and our reputation in Denmark takes a further tumble as we drown the
poor creatures in the sea. Another strange ritual is enacted in erecting
the t stick". To join in properly we are going to have to leave the boat in
the water overnight. Not an easy prospect, but after manhandling a large
stake out into the water and plongering it into the mud we are ready. The
verb 'plonger' derives from the object used to drive the stake into the
mud - a large metal weight with a hollow shaft and handles that you welly
onto the end of the stake. The name is reminiscent of the sound this
miniature pile driver makes and which echoes round the site for days as
80 or so Wayfarers turn up - all looking to set their sticks in the mud.

We then have to take 2 days off. The first day we are just getting
ready to go when the most evil thunderstorm you ever did see (until that
evening when a really terrifying one boils up in the air over us) lashes the
campsite into a quagmire. This is terribly impressive and is neatly com-
pounded by Paul's tent, where we are sheltering, neatly dumping 5 gallons



of cold water down my neck when it collapses. Needless to say our little tent
which is so small and inadequate doesn't bat an eyelid to all this bad weather
but it isn't really up to the socialising that is ail port of the fun. Certainly
the evening storm allows us to play how many drunken Wayfarer sailors can
you pile into a tent with whisky and Gammel Dansk ( a devastating Danish
hooch) only to get totally soaked as it all falls in,

Fortunately the thunder storms are blown away the next day but the
weather is over the top with another screaming gale with torrents of rain -
goody. So, it's back to the tourist trail and another slot - good fun but we
went to go sailing please.

Next day we get our wish - a long sail over to Aeroskobing. We are ini-
tially a bit daunted by the aplomb at which this lengthy sail is announced.
Far more time is spent describing the ice-cream to be had on the island than
on the sail itself. By the end of the week this all seems natural enough as
nothing motivates a Dane more than an ice-cream and since vast tracts of
open water are simply full of water there's simply not a lot
of sense in dwelling on it. We have some excellent company
by taking Alan on board, so although it's rather gentle sail- , _
ing, we all enjoy the rather unusual sensation of sailing along
in shorts and tee-shirts, the sun blazing out of a blue sky
and all being right with the world. And, the ice-cream is
very good - well worth the build up, although the 3 - 4 hour
lunchbreak does seem mildly extravagant.

As the week went on we do manage to adjust our usual pace to that of
the Danes but there are some things that are hard. Brought up in Scotland
we get used to the weather changing unpredictably and quickly - in Denmark
the weather evolves - very gently and with warning. If you get caught out
there's unlimited scope for anchoring or becching in the shailow water - it
also provides universally good holding, all rare elements on our own coasts.
This means that lee shores become a curiosity rather than a hazard - at the
beach by the campsite it was possible to wade out for 3-400 metres before
the water started to get any deeper than knee height.

On the other side of the equation there is
tschnast', the omnipresent weed that mysteri-
ously en- 4 velopes your foils. the word needs
spitting out with determination and venom - the
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same attitude is required to keep the boot reasonably clear of this stuff.
The other real pest are the mini leeches that live near the beach and
which sucker themselves onto you as you step out of the boat.

The next day we have one of those rare events - a downwind sail to
and from our destination. For those of you whose intelligence isn't quite
keeping up with the narrative this meant that the wind swings through 180
degrees over lunch - yes - irs another long lunch stop - and entirely as
forecast. We use our combination of reefed main and spinnaker agein to
excellent effect, giving ourselves a much smoother ride and the ability to
reef quickly when needed. The added bonus of being slightly quicker and
looking just that bit more flash than the others gives credence to the
thought that maybe we're not giving up on the competitive instincts that
easily.

What isn't so flash is the drag up onto the beach at lunchtime. For a
boat that has never spent a night afloat before, and has never, ever been
allowed to touch the shore before, this holiday is proving a bit traumatic.
Remarkably little damage is done in the end but it's just too much for me
and I instantly swear she'll never touch the beach again. At least we are
saved the added problems of getting the board stuck with the small peb-
bles on the beach. Tends to make you wonder why we ended up at this
beach doesn't it? - especially as it is the only venue we can't purchase an
ice-cream, What it does have is the tallest hill in the area - all of 99 me-
tres high! There are church towers taller than that, and indeed it was the
local pastime to climb these and count how many other towers could be
seen from each one - curious but true. It is also a very fine beach at Av-
ernako - good for swimming off and an excellent destination in view ofthat forecast which neatly swings the
wind round to blow us downhill for
the sail home.

Later that evening we're introduced to 2 other aspects of Danish
hospitality - first is a supper of smoked flounder and secondly we are
rounded up for a evening of singing around the campfire. By the end of



this we are convinced we can all sing in Danish - or is that just the effect of
the beer?

After 2 days of sailing to flat islands across largely featureless sea we
decide to turn left off the beach instead of right. This way there are no
lack of features as we have to pass under a large bridge and then through
the commercial port of Svendborg. This achieved despite the attentions of
many other craft we then have a tight channel to follow all the way to Valde-
mar slot - a posh house rather than a castle but a rather fine destination for
a trip in your wee boat. It also has a small boat museum with various classic
dinghies on show, as weil as a fair plethora of information and mementoes
about Paui Elvstrom - and quite right - although it wouldn't be difficult to in-
spire kids to soil round here -the waters and facilities are so good.

So, having brought our fine looking boot to the home of smail boat sail-
ing in Denmark we make a fine mess of tying her up to a jetty - don't ask -
the scars from yesterday's haul out were too raw for cool judgement but we
learnt the hard way that being experienced racing sailors doesn't ensure suc-
cess when cruising. As ever it's the point at which boat meets land that
problems occur - therefore the K.I.S.S. principle applies (keep it simple
stupid) - certainly took a bit for us to kiss and make up after.

This should not detract from what was otherwise a
good sail - took ages to make up against the wind and tide -

but we had fun tide dodging amongst the marinas and jet- #l

ties - one complete with enraged dog.

The next day sees us go separate ways as Ruth heads for Odense with
Betty, and I head for a long sail to Marstal with Richard aboard their boat
'Blackaddero. My back is playing up but we have 3 in the boat with Johan so
all seems pretty secure although a depression is forecast with a rise in the
wind due later.

A grand adventure ensues with various channels and marker buoys to
negotiate - rounded of by a last kilometre short tacking through the narrow
harbour of Marstal. This leads us to beach in a small lagoon with the sound
of the waves dumping on the beach just over the dunes.

As usual a leisurely lunch is taken despite the ever building clouds, to be
followed by the statutory stroll into town for an ice-cream, By then it really
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is time to go but just to fool us the wind dies to a breath.
To further compound our difficulties a large ferry enters
the narrow entrance just as 5 Wayfarers with little or no

/ way on try to leave! A certain amount of consternation
ensues depending on proximity to large metal objects.
Fortunately we all extricate ourselves without much diffi-
culty and the wind picks up out in the approaches and we

i~ / = can run off under spinnaker.

Half way back we do get hit by a fairly unpleasont
squall but we've a fair bit of weight on board so thafts not
a problem. We have a problem an hour later as the wind
dies away to zero - so an impromptu race takes over - our
oars triumphing over Paul's paddles. My back gives me a

very uncomfy night later but it feels worth it as this was a good trip to
have done.

Suddenly the end of the week gets very close as lots of peopie start
packing up to leave. Over the next 2 days we say goodbye to lots of good
friends made over a very short time which has to be a good measure of
how successful a week this was. The benefit of this is that we no longer
need to shower in the midst of the night - 3 showers among 300 people
was a bit lacking in opulence - the down side is a dearth of song and dance
partners in the evening - just as we had learnt the steps. On top of this
we again lose a day to the weather - we manage a short sail but it's all a
bit crazy - planing 3 up in a force 7 with a double reef in - we leave the
water to the windsurfers and the tall ships racing in towards Svendborg.

So, its a smaller fleet that sets off for Stryno the following day.
We're 3 up again with Jackie who had the uncanny knack of causing the
wind to blow a couple of extra forces every time she stepped in our boat.
This time it's a short squall but impressive enough to make us re-think our
reef ing system when we got home. The rest of the sail out is very pleas-
ant although navigation is a little critical amongst a very nor-
row channel largely delineated by 5WIt whether the swans were
swimming or bottom feeding. This L4 time we do a trauma free an-
choring and enjoy the customary lunch, stroll and ice-cream.
The island is small enough to walk across in about 10 minutes
but is well populated and served by it's own ferry. We got the feeling of a



relaxed but slightly tenuous existence - although the Danes still have a sys-
tem which calls for high taxes and a correspondingly high level of state pro-
vision. Quite what would happen to a community like this one in a system
such as ours which has recently allowed so much more emphasis on individual
freedom rather than common responsibility rm not sure. Certainly a lot of
the British visitors to Rantzausminde were very aware of a more relaxed if
simple approach to life exhibited by the bones of which we felt quite envi-
ous. For their part the Danes complained about their taxes being exported
to Greenland and the Faeroes but in good humour - t didn't get the feeling
that they would want a change - indeed they were proud of their family life
and the opportunities open to them and their children.

The sail back from Stryno is wet as the wind has kicked in a bit harder,
setting up a short chop through which we have to beat. Again, it's very no-
ticeable what a difference weight makes to the Wayfarer. With 3 up we are
never in difficulty but the boat feels quite so stodgy pounding through the
waves instead of lifting to them.

The next day we find ourselves down to one companion Wayfarer and
even then we manage to lose them! The plan is to sail over to brejo but this
entails a long beat in quiet winds and an unpleasant chop. While we find this
fairly straightforward the others are 3 up and with a motor on the back, the
combination just stops them dead. Although the Wayfarer is regarded as a
big heavy lump of a dinghy she does respond to careful weight distribution
and set up. Our friends have a rather exasperating day while we enjoy a su-
per sail up to a small harbour. There are one or two wee problems, of the
boat meets shore type, getting berthed but this achieved we are able to en-
joy the heat of the day and, of course our ice-cream.

Some concern arises as the wind which has never been strong dies away
all together. The prospect of rowing home isn't attractive as we are cooking
in the hot sun by the time we get out of the harbour. Then this perfect wee
breeze pops up allowing a beam reach all the way home. In many ways the
last sail back will stick with me a long time - relaxing, warm, the boat sailing
free and easy - the only concern being the depth beneath us - spinnaker pole
brought into play as impromptu depth gauge.

A good point at which to haul the boat out. Then its time to do battle
with the stick. What no-one hod told me at the start of the week was that
plongering in the stick more than half a metre was unncessary if not down-



'Canu anchored off Stryno"



right foolish as the sticks set into the mud with a tenacity that defies all
efforts. A square shaped stick compounds these problems as the only way
to lift the swines is to rotate them out. My (not 'ours' you note) stick is
very square and at least a metre into the goo - a formal cremation later of
the shattered shards seems a sad ending for a stick that has stood up to
all that's been asked of it.

Homecoming.

The drive down to Hamburg is relatively uneventful although the rain
usefully washes off the amazing amount of mud that has been caked onto
the car from our first 2 days at Rantzausminde. Hamburg itself is a blur -
determined not to end up under the River Elbe ( in the tunnel) we drive
blindly through the centre till we fall across a sign to the ferry terminal.
So confused are we by this that Ruth almost gets us taken up by the Ger-
man customs officers for trafficking in illegal immigrants - 'oh yes, 2 peo-
ple in the boat" - great - my biggest nightmare of the trip is about to
come true as customs debate whether to inspect our boat, drag the floor-
boards out and drill holes in her. Fortunately, we apparently look so unlike
smugglers after our holiday that they simply crease up over the misunder-
standing and wave us through.

Fortunate misunderstandings continue as we find ourselves mysteri-
ously upgraded to a proper cabin rather than our bilge berth as expected.
Within 2 minutes we're into the shower and enjoying
the first real privacy we've had.for the last 2 weeks.
Fortune continues with a smooth crossing spent stuff-
ing our faces - 5 course dinner and 8 hours later after
a hard night's sleep a 5 course breakfast - pigs never
had it so good.

A few weeks later we head back to the West coast - this time we
make for Gairloch. In some ways this is an anti-climax as the weather is
quiet and settled and we could have used a bit more wind. On the other
hand we have some beautiful sailing and it's always good to be out amongst
the porpoises even if the nearest scilboat is usually nowhere to be seen.

So we don't get a chance to try out our improvements to the reef ing



system and we still need to work on our anchoring but we feel reasonably
prepared, sorted and warm and, yes, we will do this again-

Postscripf.

It's been good fun jotting down memories of this year. We've got a lot
to learn yet but we've also achieved much. The boat has exceeded my expec-
tations in terms of it's ability to cope with cruising conditions. Although I
think we both hanker after something larger and more solid the problems of
maintenance, access and, above all, time rule this out. On ref lection, what we
lose by being small and open we gain by being adaptable and transportable.
What we lose by being basic and light we gain by being relatively inexpensive
and easy to maintain. In truth we have more in common with sea kayaks than
keelboats but there is scope for this sort of boat in Scotland and we hope to
continue as we've started.

So what were we doing on the start line at the Scottish Championships
a couple of weeks later? Well, we went for a sail and a social time with our
friends. The racing didn't seem important although we did try. To this end
it was very successful and it did prove that in Scotland we could adopt a Dan-
ish model for the Wayfarer.

rd been very impressed by a number of the Danes who were combining
racing and cruising their boats to a far greater degree than we do in this
country. They have a number of advantages it's true to say but the stimulus
to their involvement was a love of sailing. What we have found this year is
that our love of sailing allows a far greater scope of enjoyment than just
thrashing round the cans. Here's looking forward to a equally varied and full
1999 season.
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